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Abstract 
High level training is considered as a supporting of huge level preparation, one of the 

fundamental and critical tasks. Setting up the remarkable new period of youths to 

become significant people for society. Current School of Ho Chi Minh City and School 

of Food Industry in Ho Chi Minh City are two multi-disciplinary and multi-

disciplinary universities that can plan HR for Vietnam. Each school needs to set out 

for itself different improvement techniques, from internal elements to external factors. 

To make due, the central thing to do is the inside environment of the affiliation ought 

to be sensible. The use of the IFE lattice can help with reviewing the internal issues of 

the School of Industry and the School of Food Industry.
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1. Introduction 
As society ends up being progressively uncommon, science and advancement are developing to an always expanding degree, 

the prerequisites for each individual's life will be progressively raised. Especially for the present energetic age, following 12 

years of troublesome work with books, important data learned through books, current learning materials close by the committed 

training of teachers. then, after the completion of those 12 years, everyone's future course will be one of a kind, certain people 

can go to proficient readiness to have the choice to work right away, others continue to focus further with a school or higher 

education. Basically, what the more energetic age needs is a learning environment that can resolve their issues. For individuals 
who need to think up to learn more data, see more things preceding branching out into the real world, what they are generally 

enlivened by is which school will be great, and sensible for them. themselves. 

High level training is considered as a foundation of obvious level tutoring, one of the basic and critical tasks. Setting up the 

promising period of youths to become important people for society. The Cutting edge School of Ho Chi Minh City and the 

School of Food Industry in Ho Chi Minh City are two multi-disciplinary universities, getting ready HR for Vietnam. Each school 

needs to set out for itself different headway techniques, from inward factors to outside factors. To scrape by, the primary thing 

to do is the inside environment of the affiliation ought to be legitimate. The usage of the IFE network can help with assessing 

within issues of the School of Industry and the School of Food Industry. 

 

1.2. Centrality of the assessment issue 

The primary thing that the affiliation needs to zero in on is the internal thinks about its affiliation. The more exact and express 

the assessment, the more the affiliation will perceive its own resources and inadequacies, thusly collecting a legitimate structure, 

forming its high ground. Since universities will hold different determination tests reliably, to scrape by and encourage in the 

present ridiculously serious environment, schools ought to set out for themselves different systems to have can attract students 

to the school, and assurance a particular quality and satisfaction for a graduated class. To have significant solid areas for a made 

affiliation, it is critical to support and facilitate, ensure the constancy of the relationship inside and outside. Along these lines, 

the usage of IFE cross section to have the choice to break down two schools: School of Industry and School of Food Industry is 
particularly imperative. 
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1.3. The meaning of the review for the board practice 
Assessment of the school's internal environment is a huge and 

essential piece of indispensable organization. Without 

separating within environment, not precisely recognizing the 

characteristics and inadequacies of the affiliation, it won't 

spread out an optimal strategy. Assessment of the inward 

environment in like manner helps individuals in the execution 

including the school organization, down to earth divisions, 

bosses, ... get various opportunities to understand the work 

that their specialty performs. is legitimate for the movement 

of the whole affiliation or not. Accordingly, people from the 
power and school staff will work better once they sort out the 

meaning of their work and its impact on the affiliation's 

exercises. 

 

1.4. Objectives of the survey 

Taking a gander at the internal environment of Ho Chi Minh 

City School of Industry and Ho Chi Minh City School of 

Food Industry, we can help the gathering with bettering sort 

out these two universities, can learn about the school's 

interests about the speakers. in the school, the planning 

disciplines of the school, how the action cycle occurs, the 

physical and particular workplaces of the school. Starting 

there, separate and evaluate the inside characteristics and 

deficiencies of these two universities. All the while, find 

approaches to improving those deficiencies. Find your 

resources for invigorate and encourage them. Additionally, 

propose deals with serious consequences regarding build up 

within environment to chip away at the force of schools. 
 

2. Theoretical reason 

2.1. Inside environment 

Inside environment or internal environment is the inside 

environment of the affiliation, including the activities that the 

affiliation have some command over. Within environment 

integrates factors and powers arranged inside the 

undertaking. This variable reflects inside resources and 

shows the extraordinary person of each and every 

undertaking. Properties of the inside environment is 

presented by controllable legitimate components: 

- HR. This is a critical part that ought to be evaluated 

impartially and exactly. While regulating HR, heads need to: 

+ Without skipping a beat, unequivocally conclude the work 

needs of your unit 

+ In addition, select and enroll the right subjects, according 

to human resource needs 
+ Thirdly, a reasonable intelligent division of work to use and 

exploit the unit's work resources. 

+ Fourthly, it is essential to have reasonable pay approaches 

and measures to stir and urge delegates to work really. 

- Money related capacity. Money related limit is the 

justification behind chiefs to choose the business scale and is 

a condition to ensure the conventional movement of the 

business. The money related reasonableness of the endeavor 

is associated with the going with components: 

+ Without skipping a beat, the wellspring of capital and the 

ability to raise capital 

+ Besides, the situation of movement and usage of capital 

sources 

+ Thirdly, the control of costs 

+ Fourthly, financial relationship with related parties 

+ Fifthly, harmony of portions 

It is vital to take apart money related pointers in a consistent 
way to suitably assess the strength of the relationship to come 

up with reasonable measures to ensure financial practicality 

for developments of each and every kind of the business. 

- Creative work capacities. The creative work limit of an 

affiliation is reflected in: the ability to additionally foster 

strategies, the ability to apply science and new advancement 

to additionally foster thing quality and encourage new things. 

Imaginative work is a part that ensures the reality of 

adventures and their things. 

- Creation and business limit. While focusing on the 

opportunity of creation and business, focusing in on the going 

with issues is significant: 
+ The creation, without skipping a beat, size of the affiliation 

+ Also, the strategy of creation and business lines 

+ Thirdly, the creation and business working system 

+ Fourthly, methodology, advancement 

+ Fifthly, creation and business costs 

+ Sixthly, quality, cost of things and organizations 

 

2.2. The inside environment of schools 

A. Ability division 

Affiliation and Association; Trainning division; Financial 

Accounting; Part of Political Endeavors and Student Issues; 

Part of Science The leaders and Overall Interest; Graduate 

Organization Division; Lab for testing and quality assertion; 

Managing room; Organization Division, Orchestrating - 

Materials Division; Journal of Current School of Ho Chi 

Minh City. Ho Chi Minh; The board Spot - Home. 

 

B. Schooling units 
Staff of specific planning: Faculty of Information 

Advancement, Labor force of Mechanical Advancement, 

Work force of Improvement, Labor force of Electrical 

Development, Faculty of Electronic Advancement, Faculty 

of Plan Advancement, Staff of Compound Development, 

Staff of Development Motivation, Work force of Power and 

Cold Advancement, Staff of Obscure lingos, Staff of 

Business Association, Work force of Cash and Banking, 

Labor force of Accounting and Looking into, Staff of 

Exchange and The movement business, Foundation of Food 

and Biotechnology, Underpinning of Public Science 

Advancement and Natural Organization, Guideline. 

Vague arrangement units: Faculty of Political Theory, Staff 

of Fundamental Science, Labor force of Protect Preparing 

and Genuine Tutoring. 

 

C. Units serving planning and legitimate investigation 
Units supporting readiness, legitimate assessment and 

organization: Current School Press; Offices; Carafe; Server 

farm - Library. 

Express arrangement units auxiliary to the school: Planning 

and developing core interests. 

 

D. Social events 

Science and Planning Social event: the abilities, 

commitments and course of action of the Advisory group will 

agree to the School's Approval and the establishment decision 

of the Priest. The Social occasion has the commitment to 

educate the Priest on a number with respect to endeavors, for 

instance, objectives, getting ready projects; long stretch 

arrangement and yearly plan for development of preparing - 

getting ready, science and advancement of the school; 

planning and retraining of speakers, authorities and laborers. 

Various panels: Dependent upon the specific endeavor 
situation of the school, the Clergyman could decide to set up 
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different advance notice sheets, for instance, Insistence 

Social event, Rank Progression Chamber, Pay Get-together, 

Enlistment Board, Mimicking - Grant Social affair, 

Disciplinary Council, Asset Liquidation Social affair and 

various sheets when vital to help the Head with choosing 

fundamental issues and work contents. huge concerning 

getting ready, affiliation - work force, sensible assessment 

works out, workplaces, execution of the Party's endlessly 

runs and the State's guidelines. The construction of the 

Chambers will be spread out by the decision of the 

Clergyman according to the game plans of current guideline. 
 

2.3. Grid IFE 

Inside factors are seen as crucial in each business method and 

the targets that the endeavor has set, directly following 

considering the internal elements, the fundamental boss 

necessities to make an organization of these factors. This is 

to consider the ability to answer and see characteristics and 

inadequacies. Subsequently helping associations with 

benefiting from their resources for exploit and prepare inside 

resources for challenge weaknesses and find approaches to 

chipping away at these deficiencies. The IFE Structure is 

used to summarize and evaluate the huge characteristics and 

deficiencies of functional business segments, and it similarly 

gives a reason to portraying and surveying the associations 

between these parts. 

 

3. Research Methods 

3.1. Data sources and methods for collection 
Accumulated by assistant data source: 

Considering open data sources: Kinds of reports, articles, 

books, informational collections, beginning outline results, 

reports of administrations and branches. Especially for 

adolescents who are learning at schools, with the impact of 

relational connection objections to find a discretionary 

wellspring of reference informational indexes that can 

accumulate interview bits of students. Youths are posted, to 

make estimations from student satisfaction, this is moreover 

a strategy for social event from open data sources, from 

which sorting out various other inside information of the two 

understudies is furthermore possible. this school. For the 

assessment and relationship of within environment of two 

universities, the Advanced School of Ho Chi Minh City and 

the School of Food Industry in Ho Chi Minh City while using 

the IFE organization. 

 
Assembled by fundamental data source 

Lead insights, bundle discussions to learn start to finish about 

the investigation issue, direct inside outlines inside the school 

to give the most trustworthy information by on the web or 

very close surveys. 

 

3.2. Research Methodologies 

The middle procedure that the social affair completes is the 

speculative investigation system, considering the data and 

information open on interminably reports by reliable thinking 

controls to decide the fundamental issues. for research issue. 

+ Methodologies for examination and speculative mix: The 

IFE framework is a grid for evaluating inward components 

and information of two schools of Industry and School of 

Food Industry, which can't be directly gotten to by the social 

occasion. With within issues of the two universities, the get-

together used to coordinate and separate the ongoing sources 
to arrive at conclusions that were immovably associated with 

the two schools. 

+ Methodology for request and systematization of 

speculation: Because the issue that the assessment bunch is 

overseeing is the inward endeavors of the school, there is 

different information, coming from many sources: interviews 

with students, online articles, announcements from the 

Assistance, etc. Using this method helps the social occasion 

with making sense of the point of convergence of the issue 

even more easily. 

 

3.3. Research process 
Concluding the assessment issue is to get a handle within 

environment, and examine the two schools of Industry and 

the School of Food Industry in Ho Chi Minh City. 

Recognize the meaning of the inside components of these two 

schools, look at the characteristics and inadequacies of the 

affiliation. Pick 1 biggest inadequacy and the most 

diminutive weakness, the smallest strength, the best strength. 

This chooses the occupation of each and every part in the 

structure. In this manner propelling the characteristics and 

beating the weaknesses of the affiliation. Wrapped up from 

the going with issues: 

+ To choose and reasonably give out their HR, the amount of 

educators and agents in the school, each division liable for a 

substitute ability exactly. There are reasonable pay 

methodologies and measures to prod and urge agents to work 

successfully. 

+ Bringing current coherent and mechanical applications into 

the appearance framework, as well as arranged tasks to serve 
the appearance in the school. 

+ Elevating activities to attract and sustain the school's 

picture, attract students to enter. 

+ Workplaces and development in the school is similarly one 

of the factors that help with surveying the internal 

components of these two universities. 

Because of the above factors, got together with the evaluation 

of the IFE framework, we can survey, we can check out at the 

internal environment of the School of Industry and the School 

of Food Industry and various universities. other in Ho Chi 

Minh City. Starting there, it is doable to propose a couple of 

game plans that the get-together feels are sensible for within 

progress of the school, dealing with the earnestness of 

schools in Ho Chi Minh City for the Overseeing body and the 

Instructive panel of Bosses. 

 

4. Research results and discussion 
School of Industry is focusing in on dealing with the master 

idea of the staff - teachers, interest in the best equipment for 

teaching, learning and coherent investigation, the School 

similarly enthusiastic about giving first class getting ready 

organizations to a colossal number of students from wherever 

the country. Students of the School are outfitted with obscure 

tongue and PC capacities as well as additional data: social 

capacities, direct, self-organization capacities, time use 

capacities, coordinated effort capacities, Self-focus on 

system, intelligent investigation method... Due to the 

comfortable association between the School and endeavors, 

students by and large get the opportunity to practice at 

creation, business, organization establishments, especially at 

new contributed associations and tries to notice direct the 

manner by which new headways are applied in progress to 

practice sober minded capacities and ability to work in a state 

of the art environment. The school advocates developing 
support with new associates in getting ready, advancement 
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move and sensible investigation. Worldwide cooperation 

undertakings and errands have been executed: 

- Specific cooperation program upheld by the Japanese 

government to encourage proficient planning in 3 locales: 

Mechanical dealing with, Sheet metal taking care of, 

Electrical and electronic control. 

- Assisting Australian schools to get ready majors: 

Information Development, Accounting, Business 

Association 

- Cooperation in planning worldwide engineers with Aptech 

(India) 
- Cooperation in really progressed welding planning with 

Korean schools and attempts. 

- Assist with outing TOYOTA Vietnam association to 

execute a readiness program on fixing and painting vehicle 

tires as shown by Japanese development. 

- Assist with outing Hong Hai Science and Advancement 

Get-together, Taiwan to get ready 1200 students consistently. 

- Assisting universities and relationship in various countries 

all around the planet like Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, Cong 

Hoa. 

The mission and quality goals of the Cutting edge School of 

Ho Chi Minh City are clearly portrayed, as per the school's 

capacities, resources and progression bearing; sensible and 

associated with the monetary improvement philosophy of the 

locale and the whole country. During the time spent building 

and cultivating the school, the school for each situation 

sometimes studies, changes and improvements the goals and 

completes to achieve the set forth targets. 
School of Food Industry City. Ho Chi Minh City is a multi-

disciplinary, staggered high level training association with 

characteristics in the field of food science and development. 

- Getting ready HR with ethics, data and capacities to meet 

the requirements of society; 

- To push ahead legitimate assessment, development move 

and organization progression; 

- Finishing social commitment, serving the neighborhood 

organizing into the world. 

By 2035, the School of Food Industry in Ho Chi Minh City 

should transform into the nation's driving application-

arranged high level training association, has a regional and 

worldwide position, and is for the most part a pioneer in the 

field of food science and development. 

The assessment of the internal environment of the two 

universities is a huge substance to perceive focus abilities and 

phenomenal capacities, thusly molding high grounds for 
adventures. In the present logically enraged contention, these 

are the unequivocal components for the perseverance of 

associations. There are different ways of managing taking 

apart the inside environment of an endeavor, for instance, 

examination by the leaders ability (like readiness, planning, 

telling, controlling), assessment by the board field like 

advancing or research. creative work). Regardless, one of the 

notable instruments used today is Porter's worth chain model 

(counting major and supporting activities). Which canny 

procedure or instrument to use depends upon the conditions 

of each and every business, aside from it is basic to 

doubtlessly perceive the characteristics and deficiencies of 

your business to shape appropriate key decisions. 

  

5. Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 
At this point, high level training is one of the foundations of 

critical level guidance and essential and huge tasks. Setting 

up the remarkable new time of youths to become supportive 

people for society. Each school sets out for themselves an 

assortment of progress methods, from inside components to 

outside factors. To stay strong, the strength from inside 

regular factors is imperative in the really long procedures 

proposed to help universities make and be more changed in 

many fields. remarkable. 
The IFE Organization is one of the universities' top choices 

for summarizing and surveying the basic characteristics and 

weaknesses of valuable specialty units and it in like manner 

gives the reason to recognizing and evaluate the association 

between the parts. Since internal variables are seen as 

imperative in each business method and the goals that the 

endeavor has set, resulting to considering the inward factors, 

the fundamental chief requirements to make a structure of 

these components. This part considers the ability to answer 

and see characteristics and inadequacies. Considering the 

blueprint and assessment over, the social occasion can see the 

advantages and injuries, similarities and differences of the 

Advanced School of Ho Chi Minh City and the School of 

Food Industry while using this IFE organization. 

 

5.2 Proposition and thoughts 

For Current School of Ho Chi Minh City: 

Should focus on students' perspectives more to learn about 
the school's inadequacies and advance administrative 

techniques, instead of meeting, it might be changed to online 

to help avoid lining and amassing. present time. 

 

For School of Food Industry: 

The school's image should be upgraded the school's site, even 

more comprehensively passed about the school in various 

ways on through the media, papers, magazines and one 

individual to another correspondence objections. 

 

5.3 Solutions for support the internal environment to deal 

with the reality of universities in HCMC: 

Chipping away at the adequacy and nature of high level 

training: Renovating getting ready tasks and procedures; 

revolve around dealing with the constraint of speakers and 

heads; build up quality survey; brace workplaces and apply 

information development in organization and support 
teaching, learning and coherent assessment works out. 

Developing autonomy in selection, financial freedom, 

freedom in getting ready activities, things and appraisals for 

enlightening and planning associations; making ideal 

conditions for the course of action of tutoring and getting 

ready organizations under the market part in relationship with 

serious control of significant worth and result. 

To encourage conceivable outcomes and work on the 

viability of the leading body of legitimate and mechanical 

investigation practices in the field of tutoring and planning. 

To push ahead the review and control of administrative 

frameworks to annul according to their expertise or propose 

prepared 

 

associations to repeal absurd and unnecessary systems and 

conditions. Severely control definitive philosophy from the 

period of drafting legitimate files, in which focusing in on 
performing extraordinary the impact assessment, 
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commenting, and evaluating rules on administrative 

procedures in the endeavor. Drafting legitimate documents to 

deal with institutional quality, avoiding the issue of re-gave 

files that ought to be adjusted. 

Successfully direction and work on the ampleness of 

worldwide support in tutoring and getting ready. Completing 

corresponding and multilateral coordinated effort parts in 

tutoring and getting ready, related with strengthening state 

the board. Advance the course of action and improvement of 

the credit move structure among Vietnam and various 

countries; Develop worldwide student transportability and 
exchange programs; Strengthen the checking of two-

sided/multilateral educational coordinated effort plans, and 

see capacities with countries in the area and the world. 
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